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Abstract 
Let e andf’be primitive idempotents in a semiperfect ring R with radical .J. Suppose that (i) 
fRlf.l z Soc(eR,), which is essential in eR,; and (ii) RelJe c Soc(, Rf), which is essential in 
RRf: We prove that the following are equivalent: (1) both eReeR and RfsRf are linearly compact; 
(2) both eR, and RRf are injective; (3) eR, is injective and Rff,, is linearly compact; and 
(4) eReeR is linearly compact and RRf is injective. This generalizes an old theorem of Fuller and 
a recent theorem of Baba and Oshiro. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 16DSO 
Throughout this paper, rings are associative with identity and modules are unitary. 
We let R be a semiperfect ring with the (Jacobson) radical J, and freely use the 
terminologies and notations of Anderson and Fuller [l]. 
If e andfare primitive idempotents in R, the pair (eR, Rf) is called an i-pair [Z] in 
case Soc(eR,) E fR/fJ and SOC(~R~) E Re/Je. 
In [4, Theorem 3.11, Fuller showed the following useful result (see [l, Theorem 31.31): 
Fuller’s theorem. Let R be a left or right artinian ring and e a primitive idempotent in R. 
Then eRR is injective if and only if there exists a primitive idempotent f in R such that 
(eR, Rf) is an i-pair. 
As an improvement of Fuller’s theorem, Baba and Oshiro [2, Theorem 21 have 
recently proved the following result. 
Baba-Oshiro theorem. Let R be a semiprimary ring and (eR, Rf) an i-pair. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) eReeR is artinian; 
(2) RffRf is artinian; 
(3) Both eR, and RRf are injective. 
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The nilpotent assumption of the radical J of R has been heavily used in the proof of 
Baba-Oshiro theorem given in [2]. In this paper, we use a different proof to establish 
our main theorem (Theorem 7) as stated in the Abstract; consequently, we show that 
Baba-Oshiro theorem is still valid for a (two-sided) perfect ring R( Corollary 11). We 
also construct two examples to illustrate our results, and use an example of Harada 
[S] to give a negative answer to the question posted in [2, p.941. 
We call an i-pair (eR, Rf) a Nakayama pair in case both eRR and RRf have essential 
socles. Clearly, each i-pair (eR, Rf) over a perfect ring R is a Nakayama pair. The 
following key lemma is essentially due to Fuller [4]. 
Lemma 1. Let (eR, Rf) be a Nakayama pair. Then we have 
(1) I,,(Z) = I,x(Zf) for each I < RR, and rRI(K) = r&eK ) for each K 5 RR; 
(2) MRf) = r&R) = 0; 
(3) MRf) = r&R); 
(4) Soc(eRff,,) = Soc(,,,eRf ), which is simple and essential in eReeRf and eRfsRs; 
(5) The eReeRffRS -dual ( )* takes simples to simples. 
Proof. (1) It is apparent that l,,(Z) E 1,&f ). Suppose l,,(Zf) # 0. Since fR/fJ z 
Soc(eR& which is simple and essential in eR 1. Hence there is a monomorphism 
f R/f J + l,,(Zf )I, then l,,(Zf) If # 0, a contradiction. Thus leR(Z) = leR(Zf ). 
(2) This follows from (1) by taking Z = R = K. 
(3) Let A = l,(Rf) and B = r,(eR). Using (2), we have eRA = eA = l,,(Rf) = 0, so 
A E B. Similarly, B G A. 
(4) and (5). Let Si = Soc(eRn) and Sz = Soc(nRf). Since (eR, Rf) is a Nakayama 
pair, Si f and eSz are simple and essential submodules of eRffRf and eReeRf, respec- 
tively, so 
Soc(eRf,,,) = eS1 f = eSzf = Soc(,,,eRf) 
and both are simple. Thus, from 
Hom&eRe/eJe, eRf) z HomeRe(eRe, Sz f) 
and 
HomJxr(fRffJ_A eRf) g Hom&fRf, eS1 f) 
we see that the eReeRffRf -dual ( )* takes simples to simples. 0 
For a Nakayama pair (eR, Rf), we consider the following conditions: 
(a) rRfleR(x) = x for each x < Rf,,,; 
(0) l& rRj( Y) = Y for each Y < .R,eR. 
Lemma 2. Let (eR, Rf) be a Nakayama pair. Zf eRR is injective then the condition (a) 
holds. 
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Proof. Suppose Z = rRjleR(X) # X for some X I Rff./. Since eRR is an injective 
envelope off R/f J, eRffRf is an injective envelope of fRf/f Jf by [S, Lemma 4.111. 
(This result is due to Fuller [4].) Hence eRffRf is the minimal injective cogenerator. 
Hence we have a non-zero homomorphism of right fRf-modules h’ : Z/X + eRJ; so 
0 # h = gh’ : Z + eRf, where g : Z -+ Z/X is the natural epimorphism. Then the 
mapping 
H:ZR + eRfR 
given by 
Tziri H Th(Zi)ri 
is well-defined. For if Ciziri = 0 and xi h(zi)ri # 0, then there exists an r E R such that 
0 # Cih(zi)ri frf E Soc(eRffR,-). Then 
0 # Ch(Zi)rifrf = Ch(Zirifrf) = h CZiliflf = 0, 
I I (i 1 
a contradiction. Since eR, is injective, there is an er E eR such that 
H(Ci Zi ri) = er(& Zi ri), in particular, h(z) = H(z) = erz for each z E Z. Hence 
0 = h(X) = H(X) = erX, and 0 # h(Z) = H(Z) = erZ = er(rRfleR(X)), which is 
a contradiction. 0 
An R-module U, is called F-injective [S] in case for each finitely generated right 
ideal I of R, any R-homomorphism h : I + U can be extended to an R-homomor- 
phism R + U, i.e., there exists a u E U such that h(r) = ur for each r E I. One can 
define F-injective left R-modules. 
The next result, which was essentially due to Ikeda and Nakayama [6], is taken 
from [3, Proposition 23.21.21. 
Lemma 3. An R-module U, is F-injective ifand only ifthe following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) lurR(r) = Ur for each r E R, and 
(2) l,(lnK) = l”(I) + l,(K), for alljnitely generated right ideals I and K of R. 
Proposition 4. Let (eR, Rf) be a Nakayam pair. If the conditions (~1) and (p) holds, then 
eRR and RRf are F-injective. 
Proof. If r E R, by Lemma l(1) and (l3) we have 
LM) = L&(r)f) = LrR.,-(4 = LrdeRr) = eRr. 
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Let I and K be right ideals of R. Since I&Z) + l,,(K) c l,,(ZnK), by Lemma l(1) and 
(a) we have 
IfnKf = TR/ lAZf)nr~ IAKf) = ~w&R(Z) + I&K)) 
2 rRS(leR(ZnK)) = (ZnK)f= ZfnKf, 
so it satisfies the equality 
r&d) + LWI) = f,-&dnK)). 
Then by (p) we have the equality, leR(Z) + l,,(K) = leR(ZnK). It follows from Lemma 3 
that eRR is F-injective. Similarly, RRf is F-injective. 0 
Lemma 5. Let sUR be a bimodule. Zf sU is linearly compact and UR is F-injective then 
UR is injective. 
Proof. Let A I RR and h : A + U be a right R-module homomorphism. Let 
W = {I 5 RR 1 Z E A and Z, is finitely generated}. 
Since U, is F-injective, for each Z E W there is a u1 E U such that h(r) = uIr for each 
r E Z. Then (~1, ~LI(I)}wv is a finitely solvable family of the linearly compact module 
sU, so there is a u E U such that (u - ul)Z = 0 for each Z E W. In particular, for a E A 
we have Z = aR E W, so (u - uI)a = 0, i.e., au = au1 = h(a). Hence U, is injective. 0 
Proposition 6. Zf RUs is a bimodule such that RU is injective and every submodule of Us 
is the annihilator of a subset of R, then Us is linearly compact. 
Proof. Let {ui, Ui}i be a finitely solvable family of U,. Then the mapping 
h:Cl,(Ui) + U via Cri H CriZAi 
I i I 
is well-defined and hence a left R-module homomorphism. Then there exists a u E U 
such that riui = h(ri) = riu for each ri E l,(Ui). Hence we have 
U - Ui E rUIR(Ui) = Ui, 
where the equality holds since Ui is the annihilator of a subset of R. SO {ui, Ui>i is 
solvable and Us is linearly compact. 0 
To establish our main theorem we need to use [9, Theorem 2.101 which is as 
follows: 
Let R be a left linearly compact ring and S be a right linearly compact ring. If 
RM~ZS + RUs is a bilinear map such that (1) both RM and Zs are linearly compact, 
(2) both RU and Us are finitely cogenerated, (3) the RUs -dual ( )* takes simples to 
simples, and (4) lM(Z) = 0 and rZ(M) = 0, then for each L I RM and each Y I Zs we 
have l,r,(L) = L and r,l,(Y) = Y. 
Now we state and prove our main result. 
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Theorem 7. Let (eR, Rf) be a Nakayama pair. The following are equivalent: 
(1) Both eReeR and RffRf are linearly compact; 
(2) Both eRR and RRf are injective; 
(3) eR, is injective and RfsRs is linearly compact; 
(4) eReeR is linearly compact and RRf is injective. 
Proof. (1) * (2). The map 
eRxRf + eRf 
via multiplication in R is a bilinear map, which satisfies the conditions of [9, Theorem 
2.101 by the condition (1) and Lemma 1 (2), (4), (5). So the conditions (a) and (0) hold 
by [9, Theorem 2.101. By Proposition 4, both eRR and RRf are F-injective modules 
that are injective by Lemma 5 and its symmetric version. 
(2) =z. (3). By Lemma 2, the condition (CL) holds. Hence RffRf is linearly compact by 
Proposition 6. 
(3) 3 (1). Since eR, is injective, by Lemma l(1) and [3, Proposition 23.21.31 we have 
(*) l,,rRf( Y’) = leRrR( Y’) = Y’ 
for each finitely generated submodule Y’ I .R,eR. Supppose we have an arbitrary 
submodule Y I eReeR, and er E leRrRf(Y). Then nycyrRf(y) = rRf( Y) G rRf(er). Now 
RfsRs is linearly compact and Rf/rRf(er) E erRf 5 eRfsRf, which is finitely co- 
generated by Lemma 1 (4). Hence by [S, Corollary 3.103, there exists a finite subset 
{Yi, ... ,Yn} c y such that nl= I rRf(yi) E r&er). Hence 
= LRrRf (*) n = iI;, eReyi G Y. 
We have proved the equality leRrRf(Y) = Y, i.e., the condition (B) holds. Hence eReeR 
is linearly compact by a version of Proposition 6. 
Similarly, we have (1) o (2) o (4). 0 
To see our Theorem 7 is a non-trivial generalization, we give an easy example. 
Recall that a bimodule rUs defines a Morita duality if the following three equivalent 
conditions are satisfied: (i) &s is a balanced bimodule, and both Us and TU are 
(finitely cogenerated) injective cogenerators; (ii) Ss is linearly compact, Us is a linearly 
compact finitely cogenerated injective cogenerator, and T z End(U,) canonically; 
and (iii) TT is linearly compact, T U is a linearly compact finitely cogenerated injective 
cogenerator, and S z End(TU) canonically. See [l, Sections 23,241 or [8, Chapter l] 
for a presentation of Morita duality. 
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Example 8. Let &Js define a Morita duality between two local rings T and S. Then 
R= 
TU 
[ 1 0 s 
is a semiperfect ring with a Nakayama pair (eR, Rf ), where 




[ 1 OU 0 0 and R_(JR~ = o s [ 1 
are linearly compact, both eRR and RRf are injective by Theorem 7. Consequently, the 
conditions (cx) and (p) are satisfied by Lemma 2 and its left version. 
A ring R is a PF-ring if both RR and RR are injective cogenerators, i.e., the 
R-bimodule RRR defines a Morita duality. The following corollary follows immediate- 
ly from Theorem 7 and the fact that PF-rings are preserved by Morita equivalence. 
Corollary 9. The ring R is a PF-ring if and only if the following two conditions are 
satis$ed: 
(1) there is a basic set of primitive idempotents {eI, . . . ,e,} of R and a permutation 
p on (1, . . . , n} such that each (eiR, Re,(i,) is a Nakayama pair (i = 1, . . . , n) and 
(2) both RR and RR are linearly compact (RR is injective and linearly compact, or RR is 
injective and linearly compact, respectively). 
If (eR, Rf) is a Nakayama pair, we have the bilinear map 
eRxRf + eRf 
via the multiplication in R. Hence by Lemma l(2) (4) (5), we have the following result 
whose proof is hidden in that of [l, Theorem 30.11 or [S, Theorem 11.91. 
Lemma 10. Zf (eR, Rf) is a Nakayama pair, then eReeR hasfinite length ifand only if 
RffRf has finite length. 
Now we generalize Baba-Oshiro theorem as follows: 
Corollary 11. Suppose (eR, Rf) is a Nakayama pair, and both eRe and f Rf are perfect 
rings (e.g., tf R is a perfect ring and (eR, Rf) is an i-pair). The following are equivalent: 
(1) eReeR is artinian (linearly compact, or has finite length); 
(2) RffRf is artinian (linearly compact, or hasJinite length); 
(3) Both eRR and RRf are injective. 
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Proof. Recall that each linearly compact module over a perfect ring has finite length 
[8, Propositions 18.2 and 18.31. Hence the six statements of (1) and (2) are equivalent 
by Lemma 10, and then (l), (2)0(3) follows from Theorem 7. 0 
Next we construct a semiperfect ring R with a Nakayama pair (eR, Rf) such that: 
(1) the conditions (cc) and (B) are satisfied, (2) eR, is injective and eReeR is linearly 
compact, and (3) .Rfis not injective and RfsRs is not linearly compact. Hence the 
condition that eRe and f Rf are perfect rings in Corollary 11 can not be weakened to 
semiperfect condition. 
Baba and Oshiro [2, Theorem 11 proved that if (eR, Rf) is a Nakayama pair over 
a semiprimary ring R then eRR (resp ., RRf) is injective if and only if the condition (a) 
(resp., $I)) holds. We know ( * ) is still valid for a semiperfect ring R by Lemma 2, but 
the next example shows that (c’) is not true for a semiperfect ring. 
Example 12. Let F be a finite (or countable) field and T = F [[t]] be the formal power 
series ring over F with a commutative inderterminate t. The ring T is local, com- 
mutative, linearly compact and noetherian, and it has a Morita self-duality induced by 
TUT = F[l/t]. See [S, Example 10.91 in detail. Let 
R=[: y], e=[A i] and f=[i y]. 
- - 
According to Example 8, (eR, Rf) is a Nakayama pair and the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
@) reel&) = X for each X I RffRf; 
@) 1,~ rRf(P) = P for each P I eReeii. 
The non-zero ideals of T form a chain 
T>Tt>Tt’> ... . 
We see that an element CzO ait’ E T is invertible if and only if the constant a, # 0. 
The polynomial ring F [t] is a countable subring of the uncountable ring T, so we 
have a countable intermediate ring S which consists of the elements of the following 
form 
where IZ is a natural number, eachfi(t) and gi(t) E F[t], and each gi(t) is invertible in T. 
The non-zero ideals of S also form a chain 
s>ts>t2s> . . . . 
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It is easy to see that each S-submodule of U is a T-submodule, so we simply speak of 
submodules of U. One notes that the proper submodules of U form a chain 
0 = V, < Vi < V, < ... ) 
where Vi = {Cf~~~~j(l/t)jl each aj E F), i = 1,2, . . . . We have Ir(Vi) = Tt’, rs(Vi) = 
L’S, and rU(Tti) = Vi = lU(tiS). Moreover, =U and Us are faithful. Let 
R= 
TU 
[ 1 0 s 
which is a semi-perfect ring such that e, f~ R and (eR, Rf) is a Nakayama pair. 
According to the above properties of JJs we have: (i) if X < RfrRf then XT < Rffnr 
and XTnRf = X; 
(ii) eR = 
TU 
[ 1 0 0 = eR, 
so Y < eReeR if and only if Y I eReeR; and 
(iii) r,f(Y) = rRr(Y)nRf: 
Let X I RffRr. By (a), we have 
rRfleR(X) = rRSleR(XT) = rRfleR(XT)nRf= XTnRf = X, 
i.e., the condition (~1) holds. Let Y 4 eReeR. By (p), we have 
IeRrRf(Y) = I&rsf(Y) T) = I,,rRf(Y) = Y 
i.e., the condition (p) holds. Hence both eR, and RRf are F-injective by Proposition 4. 
One notes that eReeR is linearly compact, hence eR, is injective by Lemma 5. 
Since T is uncountable and S is countable, S is a proper subring of T. If 
~,?O ait’ E T \S, the finitely solvable family (Cl:,’ ait’, t”S}z= 1 of S is not solvable, so 
S is not a linearly compact ring. Hence Rf fRS = [i i] is not linearly compact, and RRf 
is not injective by Theorem 7. 
At the end of the paper, Baba and Oshiro [2] asked the following question: 
Question. In Baba and Oshiro’s theorem, can the condition (3) be replaced by only 
one sided condition “eR, is injective”? 
As an application of Theorem 7, we give a characterization of semiperfect two-sided 
QF-3 rings (see [7] for a detail account of QF-3 rings), and answer the above equation 
in the negative by an old example of Harada [S]. A ring R (not necessarily semiperfect) 
is called a right (left) QF-3 ring in case it has a minimal faithful right (left) R-module. (A 
faithful module is minimal if it is isomorphic to a summand of each faithful module.) 
By [l, Lemma 31.51, each minimal faithful right R-module is of the form 
eR, = e,R@ ... @ ek R where e = e1 + ... + ek is a sum of orthogonal primitive 
idempotents in R such that eiRR g E(Ti) for an irredundant set of representatives of 
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minimal right ideals T,, .__ , Tk in R; and conversely, if T1, . . . , Tk are pairwise non- 
isomorphic simple right R-modules with Us = E(T, ) 0 ... @ E(T,) faithful and 
projective then Us is a minimal faithful right R-module. 
Proposition 13. The semiperfect ring R is a two-sided QF-3 ring with minimal faithful 
modules eRn and RRf if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(1) e = el + ... + ek and f =fi + ... + fk are sums of orthogonal primitive idem- 
potents in R such that each (eiR, Rfj) is a Nakayama pair, 
(2) R is a right QF-3 ring with minimal faithful module eRR, 
(3) RffRf is linearly compact. 
Proof. (=z-) (1) Follows from [l, p.345, Exercise 31.81, and (2) is trivial. It remains to 
prove (3). As above we write eR, = e,R @ ... 0 ekR and RRf = Rfi 0 ..’ 0 Rfk 
which are injective, so eiRR and nRfi are injective (i = 1, . . . , k). Hence each (Rfi)Jsi is 
linearly compact by Theorem 7. Therefore RffRf is linearly compact by [8, Lemma 
4.91. 
(e) As above we write eRR = elR 0 ... @ ekR which is injective, so each eiRn is 
injective. Now f = fi + ... + fk and RfJRs is linearly compact, so each (Rfi)hfiRx is 
linearly compact by [8, Lemma 4.93. By Theorem 7, each RRf;. is injective, so 
RRfi E E(Rei/Jei) by (1). Hence RRf = Rf, 0 ... @ Rfk cz E(ReI/JeI) @ ... 0 
E(Rek/Jek). Since e, R, . . , ekR are pairwise non-isomorphic primitive right R- 
modules, ReI/JeI, . . . , Rek/Jek are pairwise non-isomorphic simple left R-modules. 
Now eRR is faithful, so 
0 = r,(eR) = 6 rR(eiR) = fi ls(Rfi) = I,(Rf), 
i=l i=l 
where the third equality holds by Lemma l(3). We see that .Rfis faithful. Hence sRf 
is a minimal faithful left R-module, and R is a left QF-3 ring. 0 
A left artinian ring R is right QF-3 if and only if it is left QF-3 [l, Theorem 31.61. 
However, Harada [S] constructed a semiprimary right QF-3 ring which is not left 
QF-3. We conclude this paper with Harada’s example to give a negative answer to the 
question of Baba and Oshiro [2, p. 941 mentioned above. 
Example 14. Let C and D be division rings and let cMD be a bimodule such that 
dim(MD) = co. Let M* = Home(M,D). Let 
R=F “’ i], e=l I i] and f=E i !]. 
Harada [S] proved that R is a semiprimary right QF-3 ring with minimal faithful 
R-module eR, but R is not left QF-3. Indeed, R is a semiprimary ring with 
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a Nakayama pair (eR, Rf) and the condition (CX) holds. It follows from [2, Theorem l] 
that eRR is injective. Now eRe z D zfRf, and dim(,,,eR) = co and dim(RffRf) = co. 
Hence RRfis not injective by Theorem 7. 
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